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Introduction  
Advances in technology have provided many benefits for many computer users. This computer system is used as 

a tool that helps in personal life, education, commercial, government, etc. [1]. Unfortunately, the ease of internet 

access helps some criminals to commit fraud, intrusion and attacks that can damage user privacy [2]. Along with the 

increasing number of users of information technology, the opportunities for crimes that utilize information technology 

continue to increase both directly and indirectly. The use of the internet causes crimes that were originally carried out 

conventionally, continue to develop into a modern crime that causes a greater level of harm and has a very broad 

impact. It is undeniable that internet technology has a large negative impact besides its benefits. 

Based on information from kominfo.go.id, the proliferation of digital crimes has placed Indonesia as the second 

highest cybercrime perpetrator in the world. Examples of digital crime are defamation of artists through a prostitution 

site, criminal acts via e-commerce, hackers who disrupt the website of certain entities, ATM skimming, etc. Digital 

evidence is needed to prosecute the criminals who have been involved in this cybercrime. Because digital evidence is 

stored in a storage, an acquisition action is needed for the respective storage media. Various types of storage such as 

hard disks, solid state drives, cloud storage and virtual hard drives cause many problems in handling the digital 

evidence to be encountered in the proving process. For instance, in hard disk handling, there are some difficulties in 

recovering deleted data, because hard disks have a complex set of components, so criminals can hide evidence of their 

crimes [3].  

Virtual storage media is widely used by cyber criminals because this storage media has a very complex nature due 

to the volatility of VMs. Evidence in a VM can be easily lost when moved or deleted. This causes difficulty for 

investigators in the investigation process [4]. The difference in the handling of these four storage media causes 

investigators to have difficulty in the investigation process. Therefore, new standard framework is required to assist 

investigators in solving these problems. There are more than one hundred digital forensic investigation procedures 

that have been developed worldwide [5]. investigators must have guidelines in the investigation process to handle 

cases on digital evidence [6]. To catch and prosecute criminals who are involved in digital crimes, investigators must 

use consistent and clear forensic procedures to obtain valid digital evidences [1]. Applicable legal regulations require 

evidence to have integrity, authenticity, reproducibility, non-interference, and minimalist. Hence, the credibility of 
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continue increasing either directly and indirectly. Criminals often use computer devices to commit crimes. This is a major concern 
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and cloud. 
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digital evidence is one of the important elements of digital forensics. Digital evidence includes physical computer 

evidence, digital audio, digital video, cell phones, digital fax machines etc. [7]. 

In handling cases related to digital evidence, investigators must have guidelines in the investigation process [6]. 

With the increasing number of digital-based evidence, the need for rapid identification, analysis, and interpretation of 

digital evidence becomes increasingly important [8]. The need for forensic investigations for the handling of digital 

evidence is very important. This is because, handling crime cases related to digital evidence requires digital forensics 

investigation [9]. Digital forensics has four main stages, namely Collection, Examination, Analysis and Reporting 

[10]. The need for handling digital evidence is a major concern in digital forensics. A framework is urgently required 

in the digital forensics investigation process, Several studies have developed many frameworks for handling digital 

evidence, for instance, Audio forensics framework [11], Multimedia forensics [12], Forensic cloud computing [13], 

Integrated Digital Forensics Investigation Framework (IDFIF) [14], Digital Evidence Collection Framework in Social 

Media [15]. 

However, the current framework for the acquisition process on storage for handling digital evidence emphasizes 

general investigations and does not provide a specific stage of acquisition. This framework will be the main guide for 

investigators in resolving cases related to digital evidence. Many previous studies have created a framework for digital 

forensics case investigations. However, most of these frameworks are designed for the general forensic investigation 

process. The acquisition process is one of the important components in the digital forensic investigation process. 

Errors that occur during the acquisition process cause damage in evidences. Therefore, it is necessary to design a 

special framework to accommodate all types of digital evidence. Due to the urgent need for a framework for handling 

cases related to digital evidence, this study is to propose a framework that can accommodate all types of digital 

evidence. This research will combine four existing storage forensics framework into one new framework which 

employs composite logic method.  

Composite Logic is a method used to determine the role model of each variable or initial pattern of the stages to 

be collaborated. The Composite Logic method will produce a role model which is to produce patterns that can create 

the same goal. Previous research [16] used the Composite Logic method to create a distributed modeling process. This 

research develops model-based distributed software by proposing split, edit, and collaboration activities based on the 

composite model so that it becomes a formal sound modularization mechanism that allows for local consistency checks 

and systematic transformations. 

 

Method  
The method contains the stages or research procedures and the algorithms used in the research, the problem 

formulas studied in more detail, and the system design if needed. The stages of research are carried out to explain the 

sequence of systematic steps and provide guidelines for solving problems, analyzing research results, and the 

difficulties encountered. The steps in this research can be seen in Figure 1. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. The flow of research methods 
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Figure 1 describes the research methodology to complete this research. This research method is used to develop 

an acquisition and processing framework in the handling of digital evidence. This research method includes several 

main stages; problem identification, literature study, framework development with the composite logic method, 

framework testing, framework feasibility testing, framework analysis and making a conclusion related to the results 

of making a framework to develop an acquisition and processing framework in handling digital evidence.  

 

Results and Discussion  
This part is a section to write research results that are described in detail, clearly and sequentially. The results of the 

research are presented in the form of tables, graphs or other illustrations with the discussions that are presented in a 

structured and systematic way. A description of the performance, weaknesses, and strengths of the research results must 

be explained. 

 

A. Framework design using the Composite Logic method 

Composite Logic is a method that can summarize complex multi-dimensional reality. This method is used to 

support decision-making and can be used in the interest of reducing the size of a series of indicators without changing 

the main information base and facilitating the process of interpretation in many separate indicators. This method can 

be applied in determining the role model of each variable, or the initial pattern of the stages that want to be collaborated 

on. Collaboration on several model structures can be conducted with this method to become a unified model that still 

maintains the initial structure and hierarchy.  

 

 
 

Figure 2. Composite Logic Implementation Scheme 

 

Figure 2 is the modeling stage of Composite Logic which consists of three stages; the process of extraction, 

classification and collaboration. The following are the description: 

1. Extraction: The Use of Logic Modeling, Terminology and Composite Role Models. 

2. Classification: The Use of Composite Role Model. 

3. Collaboration: The Use of the Composite Role Model. 

 

B. Identification of Storage Forensics 

At this stage, four types of Storage Forensics Frameworks that have existed previously will be identified. Several 

storage frameworks will be developed and combined into one framework for the digital evidence handling process, 

which is more focused on the acquisition process. In these 4 types of storage, each has its characteristics and 

differences in handling. It is necessary to have a new standard framework to help investigators not have difficulty in 

the investigation process to solve these problems in one go. The reason for choosing these four frameworks is because 

these four frameworks represent each framework for handling forensic storage so that it will be easier to collaborate 

using the composite logic method. 

Consider the importance of a framework for handling cases related to digital evidence originating from storage, 

this research will design a framework that can accommodate all types of digital evidence originating from storage. 

This identification process will be carried out using the composite logic method based on naming and terminology. 

This process will simplify the logic modelling to classify the stages based on naming and terminology. There are four 

types of storage forensics framework developed in this study including shown in Table 1: 

1. A research on the investigation method of digital forensics for a VMware Workstation's virtual machine, has 

six stages of investigation.[17]  

2. The Cloud Storage Forensic Framework has seven stages of investigation [18] 

3. Importance of Forensics Image of Hard Disk Using Different Forensics Tools By Preserving The Integrity of 

Digital Evidence has seven stages [19]  

4. Solid State Device (SSD) Forensics has eight stages. [20]  

Extraction
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Composite Role 
Models

Clasification

•Using a 
Composite Role 
Model

Colaboration

•Using the 
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Model
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Table 1. Results of Related Storage Forensic Identification 

No 

A research on the 

investigation 

method of digital 

forensics for a 

VMware 

Workstation’s 

virtual machine 

Digital Forensics 

Framework for 

Cloud Computing 

Environment 

Importance of Forensics 

Image of Hard Disk 

Using Different Forensics 

Tools by Preserving the 

Integrity of Digital 

Evidence 

Solid State Device 

(SSD) Forensics 

1 Copy Vm Image Commence Identification Incident 

2 
Extract filesystem 

metadata & File Carving 
Preparation Search and Seizure Identification 

3 Recover VM Image 

Evidence Source 

Identification and 

Preservation 

Acquisition Seizure 

4 Mount Image Collection Authentication Imaging 

5 Analyze 
Examination & Partial 

Analysis 
Analysis Hashing 

6 Report Presentation Presentation Analysis 

7  Complete Preservation Report 

8    Preservation 

 

C. Related Storage Forensics Framework Collaboration 

At this stage, collaboration results will be carried out from identifying the Storage Forensic Framework related to 

the implementation of the Composite Logic scheme. Furthermore, the stages resulting from the collaboration are used 

to build a Storage Forensic framework that will be used in handling digital evidence.  

1. Extraction With Logic Modeling, Terminology, and Composite Role Models. 

This extraction process also uses six basic elements from the template logic model: Activity, Output, 

Rationale, Assumption, Impact, and Outcomes. Furthermore, to determine the impact indicator, the composite 

role model is used; Prohibit, Implies and Don't care. The explanation of each stage of the basic elements from 

the logic model template is as follows. 

a. Activity is a stage to meet the needs of the output. 

b. Output is the stage of the results of the activities that become inputs  

c. Rationale is a step in terminology obtained from related literature sources. 

d. Assumption is a stage that contains facts or opinions that are believed to be true and have an influence on 

outcomes. 

e. Impact is the stage of the analysis of the rationale and assumption in interrelated stages. Determination of 

the impact of the table logic model is conducted by adapting the role model of the Composite Logic model: 

• A stage "n" is said to be "implies" if it collaborates with other stages. This indicator can cause a new 

name after collaboration because it has the same terminology with other stages  

• A stage “n” is said to be “Prohibit” if it is a stage with general terminology that is considered important 

but is not contained in other Storage Forensics Frameworks. This indicator can lead to an immediate 

addition at this stage 

• A stage "n" is said to be "don't care" if the stage must remain in the original stage because it cannot be 

collaborated and does not have the same terminology as the other stages. 

f. Outcomes are the final results that are applied after considering the existing assumptions and ratios. 

2. Classification using Composite Logic Model 

This extraction process also uses six basic elements from the template logic model: Activity, Output, 

Rationale, Assumption, Impact, and Outcomes. Furthermore, to determine the impact indicator, the role model 

from the composite is used; Prohibit, Implies and Don't care. The explanation of each stage of the basic elements 

of the logic model template is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Flowchart of the Classification Process Based on the Role Model. 

  

This classification process is carried out based on the Output indicators and role indicators conducted in 

the previous extraction process. The classification process i is the stage and n is the processed number of stages 

in each framework. The results of this classification will produce a table that visualizes the role model 

indicators. The indicating indicator is red, the prohibit indicator is green, and the Don't Care indicator is blue. 

The visualization process with coloring is made to make it easier to distinguish existing indicators. 

Classification result is shown in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Classification result 

No Preparation Collection Analysis Report 

1 Copy Vm Image Identification Analyze Report 

2 Incident Identification Analysis Report 

3 Commence 

Evidence Source 

Identification and 

Preservation 

Authentication Preservation 

4 Preparation 
Extract filesystem 

metadata & File Carving 
Analysis Presentation 

5  Collection Examination and Analysis Presentation 

6  Recover VM Image  Complete 

7  Mount Image   

8  Seizure   

9  Search and Seizure   

10  Hashing   

11  Imaging   

12  Acquisition   

13  Preservation   

 

: Stages with the “Implies” role model 

: Stages with the “Prohibit” role model 

: Stages with the "Don't Care" role model 
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A stage n is said to be "Implies" if it collaborates with other stages, this indicator can cause a new name after 

being collaborated because it has the same terminology with other stages. 

a. For each entry role model, it is carried out using the following formula. Logical implication formula (1)   
 

(𝐴 ⇨ 𝐵 )  (1) 
 

b. A step n is said to be "Prohibit" if it is a step with general terminology, considered important but not 

contained in other forensic storage frameworks. This indicator can lead to the direct addition of this stage. 

Logical implication formula  (2) 

  

(𝐴 ⇨ 𝐵 )       (2) 

 
c. stage n is said to be "Don't care" if the stage must remain in the original stage because it cannot be 

collaborated and does not have the same terminology as the other stages. 

 

3. Collaboration using Composite Role Model 

After the classification process, the next stage that will be carried out is the Composite Role Model's 

collaboration stage. At this stage, the Implies role model collaboration will be carried out which has the same 

naming and terminology, so that this indicator causes a new name to be given after the collaboration process is 

carried out. Terminology collaboration results is show in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. Terminology Collaboration Results 

No Preparation Collection Analysis Report 

1 Incident Identification Analyze Presentation 

2 Commence 
Extract File System Meta 

Data & File carving 
Assesment Report 

3 Preparation Recover VM Image  Complete 

4 Copy VM Image Mount Image   

5  Seizure   

6  Acquisition of Evidence   

7  Hashing   

8  Preservation   

 

4. Framework Design 

 After collaborating using Composite Logic, then a framework is produced from the collaboration, which will 

be used as a framework design in handling forensic digital storage evidence. Framework of design is shown in 

Table 4. The preparation of this framework follows the following requirements: 

a. The stage that will be determined as the main stage of the new framework is the stage that has been 

identified in the output and has been written in the table of classification results for the forensic storage 

framework to be described in the form of activities. 

b. The results of the collaboration stages have been compiled, sorted, and shown in Table 3. The stage has a 

suitable hierarchy because of the influence of applying the role model on the stage obtained from the 

identification process. 

c. The design of this framework will be evaluated based on previous research. 

 

Table 4. Framework of Design Results 

No Stages of the Design Result Framework ID 
Stage of Preparation P 

1 Preparation P1 

2 Identification P2 

3 Incident P3 

4 Commence P4 

5 Copy VM Image P5 

Stage of Collection C 

6 Extract File System Meta Data & File Carving C1 

7 Recover VM Image C2 

8 Mount Image C3 

9 Seizure C4 

10 Acquisition of Evidence C5 
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No Stages of the Design Result Framework ID 
11 Hashing C6 

12 Preservation C7 

Stage of Analysis A 

13 Analysis A1 

14 Assesment A2 

Stage of Report R 

15 Presentation R1 

16 Report R2 

17 Complete R3 

 

The flow in the collaborative framework can be seen in Figure 4. This flow describes the process from the 

initial to the final stages in the collaborative framework stage which will then be used as the Storage Forensic 

Framework. 

 

 
Figure 4. Flow of the Design Result Framework 

 

5. Framework Evaluation 

This stage will evaluate the initial framework that has been designed. The evaluation stage, as in Table 5 is 

carried out as a comparison and to find out that the design framework is in line with the need to build a Storage 

Forensic Framework. 

 
Table 5. Framework Evaluation Table 

No 
Stages in Digital Forensics Investigation 

Models 
Steps in the Storage Forensics Framework 

A research on the investigation method of digital forensics for a 

VMware Workstation’s virtual machine 
Yes No 

1 Copy Vm Image ✓  

2 Extract filesystem metadata & File Carving ✓  

3 Recover VM Image ✓  

4 Mount Image ✓  

5 Analyze ✓  

6 Report   

Cloud Storage Forensic Framework Yes No 

7 Commence ✓  

8 Preparation ✓  

9 Evidence Source Identification and Preservation  ✓ 

10 Collection  ✓ 

11 Examination & Partial Analysis  ✓ 

12 Presentation ✓  

13 Complate ✓  
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No 
Stages in Digital Forensics Investigation 

Models 
Steps in the Storage Forensics Framework 

Importance of Forensics Image of Hard Disk Using Different 

Forensics Tools 
Yes No 

14 Identification ✓  

15 Search and Seizure  ✓ 

16 Acquisition ✓  

17 Authentication ✓  

18 Analysis ✓  

19 Presentation ✓  

20 Preservation ✓  

Frameworks Solid State Device (SSD) Forensics Yes No 

21 Incident ✓  

22 Identification ✓  

23 Seizure ✓  

24 Imaging  ✓ 

25 Hashing ✓  

26 Analysis ✓  

27 Report ✓  

28 Preservation ✓  

 

In Table 5, there are several stages of the results of the new framework design that are not contained in the 

stages of the Digital Forensics Investigation Models framework, which are used as the basis for the design of the 

new framework. In addition, in the digital evidence collection framework in Forensic Storage, the number of 

framework stages is less than the number of stages in the framework used as the basis for the design. This happens 

because several stages in the Forensic Storage Framework have been collaborated and given a new name. 

 

Conclusion  
The conclusions obtained from this research is that the design of the acquisition framework and the process in 

handling digital evidence can be conducted using the Composite Logic method by collaborating with several existing 

frameworks. In general, this framework has covered all the requirements for designing the acquisition framework and 

the process of handling digital evidence in storage forensics. 
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